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ABSTRACT: Extracellular vesicles (EVs), or exosomes, play a pivotal role in
tumor growth and metastasis, such as in the case of Kaposi Sarcoma. By loading
tumor-derived EVs with chemotherapeutic drugs, we noted that their pro-
tumor/pro-angiogenic phenotype was converted into an anti-tumor phenotype
in vivo. Drug concentration in EVs was significantly higher than in clinically
approved liposome formulation, as retention was facilitated by the presence of
miRNAs inside the natural EVs. This demonstrates a new mechanism by which
to increase the payload capacity of nanoparticles. By exploiting the targeting
preferences of tumor-derived EVs, chemotherapeutics can be directed to
specifically poison the cells and the microenvironment that enables metastasis.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Extracellular vesicles (EVs), such as exosomes and micro-
vesicles, have received considerable attention in recent years
(reviewed in ref 1). EVs are secreted by all cell types and
circulate at high concentrations in body fluids such as blood,
lymph, and interstitial and tumor effusions.2−4 EVs contain
specific surface markers, such as the tetraspanin CD81, and
selectively incorporate miRNAs from the cell of origin.
Therefore, EVs have long been explored as biomarkers of
disease.5−8 More recent studies are starting to explore their use
as therapeutics and novel delivery vehicles.
EVs play a pivotal role in remodeling the tumor micro-

environment and priming distant tissues for metastasis, as they
possess organ-specific homing abilities.9 This prompted our
hypothesis to exploit the naturally evolved tissue-specific
homing abilities of tumor-derived EVs to deliver chemo-
therapeutic drugs to the sites of distant metastases. There are
two differences between EVs and artificial liposomes. First, EVs
contain proteins and a much more complex composition of
lipids. These are believed to aid in tissue-specific targeting and
fusion abilities. They may also shield natural EVs from
premature clearance in the blood stream. Second, EVs contain
micro RNAs (miRNAs) and other nucleic acids. These nucleic
acids typically fold into complex structures driven by vertical
base-stacking interactions and “horizontal” base-pairing inter-
actions. We hypothesized that the EV-encased miRNAs can act
as molecular sponges for nucleic acid-intercalating chemo-
therapeutic drugs, such as doxorubicin. Once diffused inside the
EVs, these compounds would bind themiRNAs, thus driving the
equilibrium toward drug-loaded EVs. Even some cancer
chemotherapy drugs, such as paclitaxel, that have a mechanism

of action that does not involve DNA interaction nevertheless can
bind to nucleic acids.10 As the drug-loaded EVs retain their
intrinsic cell lineage-targeting capacity, this allows for a high
drug dose to be delivered specifically to just those cells that
enable tumor growth and metastasis.
To test this hypothesis, we chose primary effusion lymphoma

(PEL), which is caused by Kaposi Sarcoma-associated
herpesvirus (KSHV). KSHV also is the causative agent of
Kaposi Sarcoma (KS), one of the most angiogenic and
disseminated cancers known in humans. Paracrine mechanisms
are pivotal to both PEL and KS tumorigenesis and metastasis
(reviewed in ref 11). We had shown earlier that PEL secretes
high concentrations of EVs, which we term KSHV-EVs. These
contain tumor-derived miRNAs at high concentrations. In the
case of PEL, the majority of EV-encased miRNAs are of viral
origin. KSHV-EVs circulate systemically and are readily
detectable in a patient’s pleural fluid and plasma, and KSHV-
EVs reprogram naiv̈e, uninfected endothelial cells through the
delivery of the viral miRNAs which promotes tumor angio-
genesis.6,12,13

The first line of treatment for KS and PEL is pegylated
liposomal doxorubicin (Doxil), and the second line of treatment
for KS is paclitaxel (PTX). In low- andmiddle-income countries,
where Doxil is not available or not affordable, free doxorubicin
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(DOX) is used for the treatment of KS and PEL. DOX and PTX
have differing but well-understood mechanisms of action.
Hence, DOX and PTX were used for these studies. Doxil
afforded us a clinically relevant control against which to measure
the activity of the drug-loaded KSHV-EVs. Indeed, DOX-loaded
KSHV-EVs proved superior to Doxil in terms of the drug-load
capacity and reducing tumor cell viability. Drug-binding to
miRNAs within the tumor-derived EVs was demonstrated as the
mechanism of action for these phenotypes.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Cell Lines
U2OS (osteosarcoma) and human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells
were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium supplemented with
10% EV-free fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100
μg/mL streptomycin. Cells were grown inside tissue-culture flasks in a
37 °C incubator maintained at 5% CO2. BCBL1 (KSHV-driven B-cell
lymphoma) cells were grown in Roswell Park Memorial Institute
(RPMI) medium under the same conditions. Human telomerase
reverse transcriptase human umbilical vein endothelial cells (hTERT-
HUVEC) were grown in EGM-2 media with EV-free FBS under the
conditions mentioned above. KSHV-chronically infected hTERT-
HUVEC cells were grown in EGM-2media with EV-free FBS under the
conditions mentioned above or as previously described.13 TALON
Dicer KO HEK 293T cells were previously described.14 All cells were
from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) or the AIDS
Cancer Specimen Resource (ACSR). DICER-KO BCBL-1 cells were
generated in this study and were STR-typed using a PROMEGA kit and
periodically tested for mycoplasma.

Patient Fluid Processing
PEL fluid and plasma from a healthy donor (HD) were obtained and
clarified through initial centrifugation at 1,200×g at 4 °C for 15 min.
The fluid was then successively passed through 0.45 μm(Fisher 13-100-
107) and 0.22 μm syringe filters (Genesee 25-244). Total EVs were
precipitated out of solution with 40 mg/mL polyethylene glycol (PEG-
8000) (Fisher 156-500) diluted in 1× phosphate buffered saline (PBS).
Clinical material was from public repositories (red cross). Therefore,
this research was classified as non-human subject research by the
institutional review board of the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill.

Cell and EV Lysis and Immunoblotting
The whole-cell lysate was divided up into soluble/cytoplasmic and
insoluble/chromatin fractions using non-reducing passive lysis buffer
(1% NP-40, 5% glycerol), 150 mMNaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH = 7.5, 1
mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride (PMSF), a 1× ETDA-free
protease inhibitor (Sigma-Aldrich 11873580001), and 1.5 mM
MgCl2. Cells were resuspended in the passive lysis buffer and incubated
at 4 °C for 30 min and then spun at 10,000×g for 10 min. The soluble/
cytoplasmic fraction was placed into two separate tubes, one containing
1 mM dithiothreitol (DTTreducing conditions) and the other
without it. The insoluble/chromatin fraction was discarded as all
proteins assayed for expression were present in the soluble/cytoplasmic
fraction.
EVs, both total and CD81 + affinity-purified (AP), were lysed in EV-

lysis buffer (1% NP-40, 5% glycerol, 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 0.5%
sodium deoxycholate, 150 mM NaCl, and 1 mM PMSF). One fraction
had 1 mMDTT, and the other did not. Both cell and EV fractions were
run on 4-12% NuPAGE Bis-Tris 15-well gels (ThermoFisher
NP0336BOX) using 1× Bolt MES buffer (ThermoFisher B0002) at
150 V for∼60 min. A PageRuler Plus Prestained ladder (ThermoFisher
26619) was used to track protein migration. Proteins were transferred
to a nitrocellulosemembrane (Bio-Rad 1620115) at 250mA for 90min.
Membranes were blocked with 8% milk in TBS-T for 30 min, and then,
primary antibodies at dilutions, listed in Table S1, in 8% milk in TBS-T
were incubated with the membrane for >1 h. Membranes were
vigorously washed 3 times with TBS-T for 10 min per wash, and then,
secondary antibodies at dilutions, listed in Table S1, in 8%milk in TBS-

T were incubated with the membrane for >1 h. Images were taken on a
Li-Cor Odyssey and analyzed using Image Studio V. 5.2. Tetraspanin
proteins were detected using non-reducing conditions, whereas other
proteins were detected in the presence of reducing conditions.

CFF of EVs and Precipitation

The cell culture supernatant or tumor fluid was initially passaged
through a 0.22 μM PES vacuum filtration device (Olympus 25-227).
The filtered fluid was adjustedas neededto 500 mL and added to
the cross-flow filtration (CFF) chamber of an AKTA Flux (GE
Healthcare 29038437). The solution was pushed through the system
via peristalsis at a constant feed rate of 55 mL/min. A 750 kDa hollow-
fiber cartridge filtration apparatus (GE Healthcare 29-0142-95) was
used to exclude molecules smaller than vesicular bodies. A constant
pressure feed (PF) was set to 30 pounds per square inch (PSI), which
kept the pressure retentate (PR) between 10 and 15 PSI. The
equilibration chamber was loaded with 500 mL of 1× PBS. A constant
chamber volume of 50 g was set (with 1 mL = 1 g), which allowed for a
10× concentration of the initial solution and equilibration with 1× PBS
(Gibco 14190-144). EVs were equilibrated in at least 200 mL of PBS
before proceeding to the next step.

Total EVs were precipitated with the addition of 40 mg/mL PEG
diluted in 1X PBS. EVs were precipitated out of solution at 4 °C for 24 h
and then pelleted at 1,200×g at 4 °C for 30 min. The EV pellet was
resuspended in 500 μL of 1× PBS. Non-EV-encased nucleic acid
complexes were digested with the addition of 50 μg/mL RNaseA
(Promega A7973) for 30 min at 37 °C. A full, extended protocol can be
found in ref 15.

Fractionations and Drug-Loaded EV Sample Pooling

A concentration of 5 × 1012 EVs (either total EVs or CD81 + AP EVs)
was diluted into 450 μL of fresh 1× PBS. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
was added to the EVs to a final concentration of 5% to facilitate drug
solubility. Drugs were then incubated with purified EVs at 4 °C for 24 h
with continuous rocking. Doxorubicin and paclitaxel Oregon Green
488 (Flutax-2, Invitrogen P22310) were added to a final concentration
of 64 ng/μL. For non-specific membrane labels, the Vybrant CM Dil
dye (ThermoFisher V22888) was added to a final concentration of 10
μM. After incubation, the EV mixtures were then loaded onto
equilibrated Capto Core 700 HiTrap columns (GE Healthcare 17-
5481-51). Fractions were collected using the AKTA Start (GE
Healthcare 29022094-ECOMINSSW) into sterile 1.5 mL tubes. The
settings used for fraction collection are outlined in Table S2.

Drug or membrane fluorophore (DiI or CellMask) EV fractions were
identified using the BMG LabTech FluorStar Optima plate reader.
Fractions were further validated for the presence of EVs using
nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTAsee below). Fractions of high
concentrations of EVs and fluorescence were pooled together.

Affinity-Purification of EVs

Anti-CD81 magnetic Dynabeads (ThermoFisher 10616D) were
equilibrated in 1× PBS for a total of three washes. Total EVs (1 ×
1011 to 1 × 1012) were then added to the equilibrated and CD81 + EVs
were allowed to bind to the beads at 4 °C for >2 h. Beads were then
immobilized on a magnetic strip, and the flow through was collected.
Beads were washed with cold 1× PBS for a total of three washes. The
CD81 + EVs were eluted from the beads in a total volume of 100 μL of
0.2 M glycine (pH = 2.0, filtered through a 0.22 μm membrane) at 37
°C for 10 min. The acidic glycine was neutralized through the addition
of 100 μL of neutralization buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl pH = 7.5, 1×
PBS).

Flow Cytometry

EVs were bound to magnetic anti-CD81 beads (ThermoFisher
10616D) and washed to remove unbound material as described in
the previous section. The bead slurry was analyzed by flow cytometry
using the BD Accuri 6 Plus flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, 23-17667-
00) equipped with 488 and 640 lasers, along with the emission filters
FITC (519 nm), PE (578 nm), PerCP (678 nm), and APC (660 nm).
The instrument was calibrated using CS&T beads (Fisher 661414). A
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total of >50,000 beads were analyzed for fluorescence intensity. Data
were plotted and analyzed using FlowJo v 10.0 using contour plots.

EV Quantitation and Biophysical Characterizations

Size-distribution profiles, concentrations, and zeta potential of EVs and
drug-infused vesicles were performed using the ZetaView from Particle
Metrix. NTA was standardized using manufacturer-supplied 102 nm

polystyrene beads (zeta potential and size) and house-made EV
concentration standards (standard = 1 × 1013 particles/mL).

Solutions were diluted in nanopure water until approximately 50−
200 particles were present per field of view. Size-distribution profiles
and concentrations were taken using 11 technical replicates per sample;
zeta potential measurements were taken using five technical replicates

Figure 1. Generation of drug-loaded KSHV-EVs. (A) Total EVs were labeled with the non-specific membrane intercalating dye DiI and fractionated
using Capto Core 700 resin; fluorescence (y-axis) was quantified of each fraction (x-axis). (B) Total EV concentration (y-axis) from Capto Core
fractions (x-axis) was measured by nanoparticle tracking analysis. (C) Increasing concentrations of doxorubicin (x-axis) were incubated with total EVs
and then filtered through Capto Core 700 resin. EV positive fractions were identified as in A and B, pooled, and compared to similar fractions of mock-
loaded EVs. Fluorescence as a measure of the DOX content is shown on the vertical axis, and the concentration of DOX in the loading buffer is shown
on the x-axis. (D−G) Flow cytometry analysis of CD81 +AP EVs (post fractionation, immobilized on beads) loadedwith either (D)DMSO, (E)DOX
(fluorescent in the PE channel, y-axis), (F) paclitaxel Oregon Green 488 (fluorescent in the FITC channel, x-axis), or (G) both. (H) Size distribution
analysis of eluted CD81 + EVs with the diameter size (x-axis) and relative occurrence (y-axis) plotted. (I) Immunoblot analysis of protein markers in
the total EVs and CD81 + EVs. (J) Representative TEMmicrograph of CD81 + EVs. (K)Mean particle sizes of DOX-KSHV-EVs and Doxil that were
incubated at 4 and 37 °C, and the non-retained drug was removed via Capto Core 700 at 24 h intervals. (L) Same as A but modal particle sizes. (M)
Particle concentration of DOX-KSHV-EVs and Doxil at the indicated times and temperatures. (N) Percent drug retention in DOX-KSHV-EVs and
Doxil over 4 days at 4 and 37 °C; input fractions are at day 0, and the drug concentration for each group was arbitrarily set to 100% (n = 3 for each
group, shown are mean values ± SD for each time point; ANOVA was done to determine statistical groupings) * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01 where
indicated.
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per sample. A total of≥ 5 biological replicates per treatment were done
to ensure reproducibility. Statistical groupings were done using
ANOVA followed by pairwise t-tests (p < 0.05).

Treatment of Cells with Drug-Loaded EVs and
Liposome-Encapsulated Drugs

EVs with DMSO or drug or liposome chemotherapy drugs were
quantified using NTA for concentration. As an adsorption control, cells
were treated with Dil-labeled EVs to ensure the transfer of the
fluorophore from EVs to a recipient cell. Cells were then treated with
drugs and quantified for DNA damage using indirect immunofluor-
escence and cell growth via xCelligence proliferation assay (see below).

Fluorescence and Indirect Immunofluorescence
Microscopy

The EV-labeled Vybrant CM DiI dye was diluted to a concentration of
10 μM in the EV slurry before Capto Core filtration. DAPI was diluted
to 100 ng/mL in water to stain the nucleus immediately before
mounting. Alexfluor-488 phalloidin (Invitrogen A12379) and Alex-
fluor-647 phalloidin (Invitrogen A22287) were used to stain intra-
cellular actin filaments.
For indirect immunofluorescence, primary antibodies were diluted in

10% bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Fisher) in 1× PBS. Cells were fixed
in 4% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X-100
diluted in PBS. Primary antibodies were diluted at concentrations
shown in Table S1 and incubated with the permeabilized cells for 1 h at
room temperature in a humidity chamber. Slides were washed three
times in 1× PBS and incubated with secondary antibodies (diluted in
10% BSA) at room temperature for 1 h. After final washes and
incubations, slides were mounted onto frosted micro slides (Corning
2948-75 × 25) using a Molecular Probes ProLong Gold antifade
reagent (Cell Signaling 9071S). Images were taken using a Leica
DM5500 upright widefield fluorescence microscope (Leica Micro-
systems, Wetzlar, Germany) using either an HCX PL apochromatic
63× oil objective lens with a numerical aperture (NA) of 1.40−0.60 or
anHCXPL apochromatic 100× oil objective lens with a 1.40−0.70NA.
Images were acquired using a Retiga R3 2.8-megapixel CCD digital
microscope camera (Teledyne QImaging, Surrey, BC, Canada). Z-
stacks were captured and deconvoluted using MetaMorph V 7.8.12.0
(Molecular Devices) software and visualized using Imaris V 9.2.0
(Bitplane).

Doxorubicin Retention Assay

KSHV-EVs from BCBL-1 cells were purified as described above and
incubated with doxorubicin overnight at 4 °C. Excess/unincorporated
doxorubicin was removed throughCaptoCore 700 filtration. The initial
drug concentration and EV quantitation were done on the DOX-
KSHV-EVs, as was Doxil. DOX-KSHV-EVs and Doxil were then
aliquoted into 5 individual tubes of 200 μL and placed at 4 °C or 37 °C
for 24 h. Single tubes were removed and mixed with 50 μL of Capto
Core 700 slurry to remove the unincorporated drug. The slurry was
pelleted, and DOX-KSHV-EV and Doxil (upper aqueous layer) were
removed and stored at −80 °C. The process was repeated for a total of
five measurements (one at T = 0 and four for the four days post-initial
Capto Core 700 filtration) using the individually aliquoted tubes.
The concentration of EVs in the DOX-KSHV-EVs or liposomes in

Doxil was quantified using the ZetaView at each time interval, as were
the mean and mode sizes. The drug concentration was calculated by
fluorometric assay on the Tecan Infinite M200 Pro plate reader (Tecan
30016056). A total volume of 50 μL per well was added to a round
bottom 96-well plate. Fluorescence readings of the solutions were
quantified using an excitation wavelength of 500 nm and an emission
filter of 595 nm, in line with known fluorescence properties of DOX.16 A
standard curve was made using known concentrations of DOX to
calculate the amount of the drug retained in the DOX-KSHV-EVs and
Doxil over time.

Cell Proliferation Assay

Cell proliferation indexes were determined using the xCELLigence E-
plate 16 (Acea Biosciences). A total of 20,000 cells/well of hTERT-
HUVECs were treated with PBS (negative control), CD81 + KSHV-

EVs (positive control, DiI-labeled), Doxo-CD81 + KSHV-EVs, or
equivalent particles/mL (1E + 10) of Doxil. Cells were allowed to grow
for >40 h, and cell index reads were taken every 5 min. Statistically
significant groupings were determined by ANOVA followed by Tukey−
Kramer tests.

Mouse Injections

Athymic nude mice (NU/J) originally obtained from Jackson
Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME) were maintained by the UNC Animal
Studies Core. Five male and five female mice were used per study group
per experiment. Mice were given subcutaneous unilateral flank
injections of EVs diluted in an equal volume of Matrigel to a total
volume of 0.5 mL. The location of the injection site was chosen for
minimal interference with ambulation and normal activities. All mice
were maintained under pathogen-free conditions using microisolator
cages and monitored during the 7 day experimental period for body
condition, weight, malaise, and motility issues. Animals were classified
and approved under USDA Pain and Distress Category C: “slight or
momentary pain or distress or no pain or distress” by the UNC
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC).

Mice were to be euthanized at a humane endpoint defined as
displaying malaise, having a body score equal to or less than 2, or
reaching 7 days post-injection, whichever came first. Animals
experiencing unrelieved pain or distress before the endpoint, as defined
by institutional policy, must be humanely euthanized unless an
exception to policy is requested and approved. No exception to this
policy was requested or granted. No mice died or reached an approved
endpoint during the 7 days and were therefore euthanized on day 7 via a
controlled-flow carbon dioxide chamber followed by approved
secondary cervical dislocation. Select mice were injected via the lateral
tail vein with 100 μL of Evan’s Blue (EB) dye 1% v/v in sterile PBS 30
min before euthanasia so that the tissue vasculature could be
macroscopically imaged after removal. These EB-containing tissues
were not used for immunofluorescent studies. Immediately after
euthanasia, tissues were collected in 10% neutral buffered formalin and
fixed at 4 °C for 48 h before processing and sectioning.

■ RESULTS

Total EVs from PEL cells were isolated as previously described15

and detailed inMethods. A summary of the workflow is depicted
in Figure S1. EV purity and concentration were ascertained by
nanoparticle tracking analysis (Figure 1A,B). The EVs were
loaded with either doxorubicin (DOX) or mock-treated (Figure
1C) by mixing at a physiological pH. As DOX is naturally
fluorescent, dose-dependent loading of EVs was ascertained by
ELISA. Similar experiments were performed with PTX, using a
tagged paclitaxel Oregon Green-488 derivative (Figure S2).
Unlike the loading of artificial liposomes or other nanoparticles,
EV loading was possible without force, breaking, or re-
assembling as DOX and PTX naturally partitioned into and,
more importantly, through lipid membranes while both
components were being mixed. As no external force was used,
the biological integrity of the EVs was maintained.
The drug-loaded EVs were affinity purified and immobilized

using anti-CD81 beads as described,3,17,18 which removed any
unincorporated drug. The immobilized EVs retained both drugs
as ascertained by three-color flow cytometry on the anti-CD81
beads (see Figures 1D−G and S2). CD81-AP was used as a
marker for EVs, DOXwas measured in the PE channel, and PTX
Oregon Green-488 was measured in the FITC channel. It was
possible to generate EVs that contained both drugs as indicated
by the shift in the population into the upper right quadrant
(Figure 1D). The ability to uptake and retain these compounds
was also observed in EVs from primary patient tumor effusion
fluid or plasma from healthy donors (Figure S3), which suggests
that this approach may be suitable for personalized therapy.
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To verify the composition and integrity of the drug-loaded
EVs, the standard repertoire of EV quality-control measure-
ments19 were conducted. Drug uptake did not affect the EV size
as measured by nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) (Figure
1H). Shifts in zeta potential were observed (Figure S4),
consistent with previous observations.20,21 This can be
attributed to a fraction of the drugs being intercalated into the
membrane of the EV or on the EV surface, in addition to a
fraction encased (see below). The EV protein composition
remained unaffected by drug incorporation as measured using
Western blot for known markers CD81, CD63, and Alix (Figure
1I). The EVs were observed under transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), revealing a sphere-like morphology and
membrane flexibility (Figures 1J and S5). The EV-encased
miRNAs remained readily detectable, and the signal was RNase-
resistant, demonstrating that the miRNAs were localized inside
and that the EVs remained physically intact throughout all
experimental manipulations (Figure S6). Intracellular miRNA-,
pre-miRNA-, and other miRNA-precursor concentrations were
higher than those in the EV fraction.12

To compare retention of the drug over time, a temporal
retention assay was performed at 4 °C and 37 °C.
Unincorporated DOX from DOX-KSHV-EVs or Doxil was
removed every 24 h (see Methods). Although particle sizes and
concentrations remained mostly constant (Figure 1K−M),
DOX-KSHV-EVs stored at 4 °C had significantly higher
retention of the drug than Doxil at 4 °C and likewise for
DOX-KSHV-EVs at 37 °C. Interestingly, the rate of DOX
leakage from Doxil did not appear to be affected by temperature
but the temperature did affect the leakage rate in DOX-KSHV-
EVs (Figure 1N).
The drug-loaded EVs were fusion-competent in endothelial

cells (ECs), which are the targets of transformation by KSHV
(Figures S7 and S8). ECs are the lineage of origin for KS. They
are crucial in providing a microenvironment for the distant
metastasis of any tumor, and EC reprogramming is essential for
neoangiogenesis. As reported previously, tumor-derived KSHV-
EVs dramatically enhance the proliferation and migration of
normal ECs.6,12,13 To determine if DOX-loaded KSHV-EVs
were able to reduce the viability of cells where they originated
from, mock- or DOX-loaded EVs were added to target cells and
assayed for DNA damage by immune fluorescence using
phospho-histone gammaH2A.X accumulation as a marker for
DNA damage (Figure 2A−L). This is an endpoint assay. Upon
exposure to DOX-EVs, but not to mock-loaded EVs, phospho-
gammaH2A.X was readily detectable at 24 h post-incubation.
Liposomal doxorubicin (Doxil) and the free doxorubicin were
used as positive controls. Similar results were obtained with
PTX-loaded KSHV-EVs (Figure S9). This demonstrated that
drug-loaded KSHV-EVs functionally delivered their payload at
least as effectively as the free drug or the liposome-encapsulated
drug that is the current clinical standard of care.
To quantitate the potency of the effect, real-time measure-

ments of cell growth over time (xCelligence system) were used
as an orthogonal assay. This enabled a quantitative comparison
as the same number of DOX-loaded KSHV-EVs and commercial
liposomal doxorubicin was used as input. DOX-loaded KSHV-
EVs inhibited cell growth earlier and in more cells than
liposomal doxorubicin (Figure 2M). The differences in the rate
could be due to the following reasons: (i) an increased
concentration of DOX delivered by KSHV-EVs relative to
Doxil, (ii) faster uptake of EVs relative to Doxil, (iii) shuttling of

the DOX via nucleic acids directly to the nucleus, or (iv) a
combination of some or all of the above.
To investigate these phenotypes in vivo, mock-loaded EVs and

DOX-EVs were mixed with Matrigel and implanted subcuta-
neously into mice. Matrigel containing PBS was used as the
negative control, and Matrigel containing vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) was used as the control for the
recruitment and differentiation of CD34 + cells. This assay
allowed us to estimate local distribution and, more importantly,
the effect on neoangiogenesis due to ECs infiltrating the
Matrigel plug. The fluorescent membrane dye DiI was used to
track the mock-loaded EVs. Injection sites, which were on the
rear, right hip, were still highly fluorescent 72 h after the implant
in the mock- and DOX-EVs (DOX itself is weakly fluorescent
and therefore tractable) (Figures 3A−D, S10−S11). A fraction
dispersed from the site of injection and circulated systemically.
As expected, only a background signal was observed in the PBS-
or VEGF-mixed Matrigel implants, as those were not
fluorescent.
Both VEGF and KSHV lymphoma EVs stimulate EC

migration and neoangiogenesis.12,13 In fact, VEGF (and
PDGF) has been recognized as the driving factor in KS
angiogenesis.22 Histology showed that ECs were recruited into
the VEGF- and KSHV-EV-loaded Matrigel plugs but not into
the PBS Matrigel plug (Figure 3E,H,K). The invading ECs were
CD34 positive (Figure S11). KSHV-EVs were more potent than
VEGF with regard to neoangiogenesis. Fluorescent measure-

Figure 2. Drug-loaded KSHV-EVs are functional. CD81 + AP KSHV-
EVs were isolated from PEL, drug-loaded or mock (DMSO)-treated,
and added to target¬ cells; (A−C) mock-loaded EVs, (D−F) DOX-
EVs; (G−I) Doxil, (J−L) or doxorubicin alone. Stains are for actin,
phospho-γH2A.X, and composite. All images at 100× magnification.
(M) Growth of endothelial cells treated with indicated treatments; the
horizontal axis is time, and the vertical axis is the cell growth index.
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ments of the DiI tracking dye showed that KSHV-EVs were
taken up by the invading EC (Figure 3L). DOX-KSHV-EVs
were also taken up by arriving ECs that suppressed their
neoangiogenesis (Figure 3O,L); in contrast to intact endothelial
sprouting vasculature, apoptotic debris accumulated in the
DOX-KSHV-EV plugs (Figure S12). As both mock- and DOX-
KSHV-EVs are derived from the same tumor, they have the same
composition of proteins and RNAs. Therefore, the incorpo-
ration of chemotherapy compounds converted their pro-tumor
phenotype into an effective anti-tumor and anti-angiogenesis
phenotype.
To test the hypothesis that the miRNA cargo in EVs was the

reason for higher drug retention in EVs as compared to artificial
liposomes, DICER KO cells were used to generate miRNA-free
EVs (Figure S13). Figure 4A shows that DICER was deleted in
the producer cell lines and that this had no effect on EV marker
composition. The DICER KO cells produced EVs at a similar
magnitude and with similar biophysical properties as the control
(Figure S14). The miRNA-free EVs incorporated significantly
less DOX thanmiRNA-positive EV controls as measured by flow
cytometry (Figure 4B,C). This was not the case for the long
chain dialkylcarbocyanine dye DiI, which has been historically
used to stain the plasma membrane of cells23 and which we have
previously used to stain EVs24 (Figure S15). Moreover, the
DOX-EVs contained twice as much doxorubicin per particle as
Doxil (Figure 4D) as determined by mass spectrometry using a
clinical assay for the detection of doxorubicin.25 These results
were consistent across≥ 3 independent lots of EV-Dox attesting
to the robustness and reproducibility of this method.

The proposed mechanism of action stipulates that EV-
encased miRNAs were acting as sponges for nucleic acid
intercalating drugs such as DOX and that this led to higher drug
concentrations compared to artificial liposomes that consist only
of a lipid shell. To further test this model, a competition
experiment was performed. Doxil [a formulation of doxorubicin
in N-(carbonyl-methoxy polyethylene glycol 2000)-1,2-dis-
tearoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphoethanolamine, phosphatidylcho-
line, and cholesterol liposomes] was mixed with EVs, and the
amount of doxorubicin transferred into CD63-GFP positive EVs
was measured over time using flow cytometry (Figure 4E,F).
The drug was readily transferred from the artificial liposomes
into the natural EVs. This was possible because in Doxil, the
liposomal formulation of DOX, the drug exists in an equilibrium
between the free drug and liposome-associated drug. The EVs
can capture the free drug and retain it when mixed with Doxil. In
fact, DOX leakage during storage and liposomal instability is a
limitation to the clinical use of Doxil and the root cause for some
of the Doxil-associated toxicity. Drug transfer was not a result of
membrane fusion or envelopment of Doxil liposomes by EVs as
ascertained by size measurements (Figure S16).
These results demonstrate that in a direct competition

experiment between a purely lipid particle and an EV,
doxorubicin will be preferentially partitioned into miRNA-
positive EVs.

■ DISCUSSION

Metastasis, rather than the growth of the primary tumor, drives
mortality for most cancers. Neoangiogenesis and extravasation
of the primary tumor cell into the circulation are essential for
metastasis. KS, next to hemangioma, is the most angiogenic
tumor in humans (reviewed in ref 11) and thus serves as a
relevant model to explore novel drugs and delivery modes for
cancer. Paracrine effects on both the local microenvironment
and distant sites are central to KS and to metastasis in general.
EVs have been shown to be potent mediators of the paracrine
effects in KS, and in general, tumor-derived EVs show tissue
selectivity, where they prepare the microenvironment, mostly
ECs (“the soil”), to support subsequent tumor cells (“the seed”),
a hypothesis first proposed by Folkman.26 In sum, tumor-
derived EVs reprogram and attract EC cells to create a pro-
tumor microenvironment and prime distant sites for meta-
stasis.6,9,12,13

This report shows that EVs could be loaded with chemo-
therapeutic compounds as easily as artificial liposomes, that this
process does not affect EV biology or integrity, and that the
resulting therapeutic EV formulation had superior anti-tumor
activity in culture and anti-angiogenesis activity in vivo. The drug
concentration in DOX-EVs was twice that of Doxil, the current
first-line clinical treatment for KS.
The reason for the higher drug-loading capacity of the EV was

the presence of miRNAs in EVs and perhaps other cargo and a
more complex lipid composition that facilitates drug uptake and
higher retention rates.27−30 This suggests that adding nucleic
acids to artificial lipid formulations may be similarly effective in
increasing drug formulation. It would, however, lack the tumor-
derived EVs intrinsic tissue targeting properties.9,12,13,31,32 At
this point, there is no evidence that the viral miRNAs had a
specific effect. In our system, EVs derived from the KSHV-
driven tumor would be superior to artificial liposomes in
delivering doxorubicin, paclitaxel, or other compounds that bind
to RNA.

Figure 3. DOX-KSHV-EVs inhibit neoangiogenesis. (A−D) Athymic
nude mice (both male and female) were administered Matrigel plugs
subcutaneously that were loaded with (A) PBS, (B) VEGF, (C) DiI-
KSHV-EVs, or (D) DOX-KSHV-EVs. The EVs were affinity purified
using CD81-antibody-coated beads prior to administration. The mice
were monitored for adverse reactions and briefly anesthetized to scan
for fluorescence 72 h after injection. (E−P) Histology in the Matrigel
plug using H&E staining and fluorescence (excitation = 532 nm,
measuring DiI) of mice treated with (E−G) PBS, (H−J) VEGF, (K−
M) DiIKSHV-EVs, and (N−P) DOX-KSHV-EVs; images at 40×
magnification. All tissue slices were taken at 7 days post injection.
Fluorescence signals above the background were colored pink for
contrast. DOX is weakly fluorescent over the background, and the pink
signal in the DOX-KSHV-EVs was likely remnant DOX.
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Uncoupling of drugs from nucleic acid sponges upon delivery
through EVs clearly occurs, although the metabolism of
delivered EV contents through the endosomal recycling pathway
remains an emerging field, and sorting mechanisms are still
being deduced. It is important to note that our study used
naturally occurring and unmodified nucleic acids as carriers.
Previous work has shown that chemical modifications to RNA
nucleotides, artificial caps, and 3′ modifications can reduce
degradation, particularly by pattern recognition receptors in the
endosomal-trafficking network. Our results support a model of
rapid dissociation of nucleic acid-interacting drug, in line with
degradation of the nucleic acid. We acknowledge that a caveat to
this study is that the EVs used were from a KSHV-driven
malignancy, which contains unusually high concentrations of

miRNAsmostly of viral origin.We were nonetheless surprised to
find that EV-delivered DOX decreased proliferation more than
Doxil or doxorubicin (Figure 2). This could be due to the
following reasons: (i) an increased concentration of DOX
delivered by EVs relative to Doxil, (ii) faster uptake of EVs
relative to Doxil or the drug alone, (iii) direct shuttling of DOX
to the nucleus by EV-encased nucleic acids, or (iv) a
combination of all of the above. We cannot discount that
nucleic acids other than miRNAs also play a role in DOX uptake
and retention. Further studies using EVs that naturally contain
fewer miRNAs, or the addition of nucleic acids with stabilizing
modifications, are warranted.
Tissue targeting of EVs has been of high interest, particularly

as it relates to cancer metastasis (reviewed in ref 33). We

Figure 4. EV-encased miRNAs increase drug loading. (A) Immunoblot panel of WT and Talon-mediated DICER KO HEK 293T cells. (B) Flow
cytometry histograms of CD81 + EVs loadedwithDMSOorDOX fromWTorDICERKO cells; the x-axis is DOX fluorescence, and the y-axis is count
incidence. (C) Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of CD81 + EVs immobilized on beads analyzed in B, open circles are WT, and closed circles are
DICER KO. (D)Mass spectrometry quantitation of total [DOX] per 1E + 10 particles (y-axis) between Doxil and DOX-KSHV-EVs (x-axis); DMSO
loaded KSHV-EVs are shown as the control and did not have detectable DOX. (E) In vitro transfer of DOX between CD63-GFP EVs and Doxil. The
CD63 was tagged with a GFP to allow for flow cytometry gating on fluorescently positive beads. (F) After EV and Doxil were mixed for the indicated
times, the EVs were immobilized on CD81 + beads and analyzed by flow cytometry for GFP (top) and subsequently for DOX (bottom) fluorescence
intensities (x-axis) as a function of time of incubation.
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previously showed that KSHV-EVs are readily uptaken by
endothelial cells, the target of transformation in KS, and
transcriptionally reprogram the cells.13 Others have identified
tissue targeting by EVs and have linked it to surface receptors
such as integrin β1 and gangliosides.34,35 Although we identified
a strong tissue preference for CD34+ endothelial cells for
KSHV-EVs, we cannot discount that a fraction went elsewhere.
This study has several limitations. For example, drug loading

into PEL EVs and plasma EVs is not an exact comparison. All
EVs can carry miRNAs, but only in EVs from PEL are KSHV
miRNAs present. Figure S3 shows that the origin of the EVs
does not affect loading; however, one cannot attribute drug
retention exclusively to miRNAs. Other species of RNA have
been reported inside EVs that can coordinate nucleic acid-
binding chemotherapy agents. DICER depletion would not
affect their levels. Shifts in zeta potential upon drug loading
signify that not all the loaded chemotherapy agents are inside the
EV. Although we propose that encased nucleic acids play a role
in drug-retention, particularly those that are membrane-
permeable, we cannot discount that a fraction of drug would
be associated with EVs independent of nucleic acids, presumably
in the membrane.
How would these results be translated into clinical practice?

Off-target cardiac toxicity limits the use of doxorubicin. Encasing
doxorubicin into liposomes dramatically reduced the off-target
toxicity of the soluble drug. This led to the FDA approval of
Doxil. Similarly, Abraxane represents an approach to formulate
paclitaxel to increase the half-life and reduce toxicity of the free
drug. EVs represent an alternative approach, with a higher
payload and the prospect of biologically determined tissue
specificity.
About 1011 EVs/mL circulate in human plasma36 and are as

easily purified as platelets. Unlike cells, EVs do not induce
allogeneic rejection. In fact, with each routine transfusion, many
more EVs are transduced than platelets across HLA-mismatched
individuals. Hence, DOX-loaded EVs can be stored and used as
an off-the-shelf product. For Doxil, where the liposomes are also
pegylated to improve the half-life in vivo, anaphylactic reactions
have been reported for ∼25% of cases, and repeat injections are
associated with the development of an anti-PEG antibody
response (reviewed in ref 37). This can lead to accelerated blood
clearance of repeat Doxil infusions as needed for KS treatment.
An alternative scenario uses EVs isolated from a patient’s

primary tumor, loaded with chemotherapy drugs ex vivo, and
reinfused to prevent metastasis through this “poisoning the soil”
approach. As each tumor type extrudes different EVs, this
approach can be thought of as a form of personalized therapy.
Study Approval

All applicable international, national, and institutional guidelines
for the care and use of animals were followed, and all procedures
performed in studies involving mice followed the ethical
standards of UNC IACUC. Experiments were approved under
IACUC protocol number 17-204.0. Personnel interactions with
mice were registered by animal handlers certified in mouse
handling and techniques by the UNCOffice of Care and Animal
Use in compliance with the U.S. federal law.
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